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Public blockchain records are widely studied in various aspects such as cryptocurrency abuse, anti-money-laundering, and
monetary flow of businesses. However, the final blockchain records, usually available from block explorer services or querying
locally stored data of blockchain nodes, do not provide abundant and dynamic event logs that are only visible from a live large-
scale measurement. In this paper, we collect the network logs of three popular permissionless blockchains, that is, Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and EOS. *e discrepancy between observed events and the public block data is studied via a noble analysis model
provided with the soundness of measurement. We share our key findings including a false universal assumption of previous
mining-related studies and the block/transaction arrival characteristics.

1. Introduction

Since the inception of Bitcoin, the first peer-to-peer dis-
tributed ledger system invented by Nakamoto [1] in 2009,
many blockchain systems have undergone development in
the public. Ethereum [2] has started its mainnet in 2015 to
enhance the vision of blockchain by featuring the idea of
smart contracts; it is recognized as the first decentralized
computing platform for decentralized applications (dApps).
Public blockchains have evolved afterwards to provide better
privacy [3], scalability [4, 5], and financial service special-
ization [6] and even for a particular application environment
such as Internet of *ings [7]. Among others, EOS [8] has
been recognized for its technical endeavor of pursuing a
scalable dApp platform with a governance model via Del-
egate Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) consensus; it is, however, often
denounced for not being truly decentralized [9].

Information recorded in permissionless (A blockchain
system is permissionless if no permission is required to
access or participate in the network.) blockchains, beyond
their original utility of being transaction ledgers, is publicly
available and commonly studied in the literature. For

example, block explorer services [5, 10–16] have emerged to
provide transaction information stored in blockchains with
additional analytics and user-friendly interfaces. Similarly,
historical block and transaction data have become a popular
subject not only for economic aspects of cryptocurrencies
such as cryptocurrency abuse [17], anti-money-laundering
[18], and monetary flow of businesses [19] but also to
evaluate the security of underlying mechanisms of block-
chains [20–22].

However, historical blockchain data is limited to
provide block and transaction records in historical view,
that is, the eventual ordered set of transaction records,
which are only the final product of the consensus mech-
anism among distributed blockchain network nodes. Live
block and transaction records exchanged by the network
nodes are more abundant and dynamic so that observing
them in measurement view plays an important role in
understanding the systematic aspects of permissionless
blockchain systems.

Figure 1 describes an illustrative time series of trans-
action and block arrival events in two different view models.
Historical blockchain data only provides a historical view in
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which transactions are flattened, that is, appear as if si-
multaneously arriving at the time of block arrival, and only
those included in the main chain blocks are visible. For
example, the arrival times of t0 and t1 can be only bound to
the timestamp of b10 in the historical view as there are no
separate timestamps for transaction records. Transactions
and blocks can also be stale, that is, not included in blocks or
not part of the main chain, respectively, or not even ex-
plicitly advertised if observed under the hood. For example,
the stable block b11 which is not the part of the main chain
cannot be found on the historical record; the stale trans-
action t2 that fails to be included in a block will not be
recorded, either. *e measurement view can provide a rich
and dynamic transaction and block arrival event logs, on the
other hand.

In this paper, we conduct an in-depth analysis of large-
scale block and transaction arrival event measurement of the
three popular blockchains: Bitcoin, Ethereum, and EOS.*e
block and transaction logs, which are not visible from the
main chain block data, are investigated to reveal our findings
that shed light on the understanding of how permissionless
blockchain systems work. Specifically, we make the fol-
lowing major contributions:

(i) Transaction and block arrival events of the three
popular permissionless blockchains are measured in
eight geographically dispersed locations. Our
measurement is underpinned by a noble analysis
model and supporting results of measurement
soundness.

(ii) We perform a quantitative analysis on the dis-
crepancy between observed events and the public
block data. We further study the block discrepancy
in terms of blockchain forks to show that the as-
sumption universally adopted by mining-related
research does not hold for Ethereum.

(iii) We analyze transaction arrival processes to find
that they indeed exhibit LRD (Long-Range De-
pendence). We provide analytical distributions
that fit best the permissionless blockchains we
study.

2. Background

2.1. Blockchain. *e blockchain stores transactions in the
unit of blocks. Transactions are defined differently per
blockchain system; it commonly represents a single transfer
of cryptocurrency values. Ethereum further defines that a
transaction is an action initiated by an externally owned

account to modify the state stored in the blockchain network
[23]. An EOS transaction is the set of one or more such
actions [24].

A miner (or a block producer) can add a block to the
chain by publishing it over the network hoping that her
published block will become the part of the canonical chain
(We also call it the main chain in this paper.); upon suc-
cessful mining (or block production), she gets rewarded in
its native cryptocurrency.

We call the blockchain permissionless if anyone can
participate in the mining process. Consequently, there can
be temporarily more than one candidate block to be in-
cluded in the main chain and we call such cases blockchain
forks. *e main chain refers to the longest [1], heaviest-
subtree [25], and irreversible [26] chain for Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and EOS, respectively.

Bitcoin and Ethereum adopt PoW (Proof-of-Work)
consensus mechanism where mining of a block is performed
by solving the computationally demanding cryptopuzzles.
On the other hand, EOS adopts DPoS (Delegate Proof-of-
Stake) consensus mechanism where the set of block pro-
ducers, who later produce scheduled blocks in turn, is
elected by EOS stakeholders. Table 1 summarizes the three
blockchains we study in this paper.

2.2. ResearchQuestions. Our study aims to shed light on the
understanding of various aspects of blockchains obscured
from a historical view. Specifically, we have focused on three
research questions:

RQ1: Are network-advertised transaction logs
consistent with the transactions included in main
chain blocks?

(i) (Preview on our findings) No. Basically, the
blockchain transaction arrival processes are more
LRD (Long-Range Dependent) than those of the
blocks (Section 5.1). *ere are unadvertised trans-
actions that are directly inserted by miners, im-
plying privatization of transaction fees. Advertised
transactions also may end up being stale, that is, not
included in blocks, mostly due to conflict transac-
tions which instead get placed in blocks (Section
4.2).
RQ2: Do miners behave rationally (or selfishly) to
maximize their profit? (Do miners endorse earliest
propagated blocks in the event of blockchain forks?)

(ii) (Preview on our findings) No. Bitcoin fork events
now have become too rare (0.04%), implying that
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Figure 1: Two viewmodels of blockchain events; ti are transaction arrival events and bi are block arrival events; grey-colored events are only
observable in the measurement view. (a) Historical view. (b) Measurement view.
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selfish mining is not the preferred strategy for Bitcoin
miners. On the other hand, the majority of Ethereum
miners add blocks to their own mined blocks rather
than the earliest propagated ones that are mined by
other pools; this contradicts the unarguably adopted
assumption of previous studies (Section 4.1).
RQ3: Do blockchain nodes effectively get away from
partitioning attacks by virtue of information re-
dundancy from multiple peers? (Are they still
vulnerable to partitioning attacks?)

(iii) (Preview on our findings) Yes. *e reference
implementations of PoW blockchains have in-
creased the number of (outbound) peer connections
and, consequently, the up-to-date nodes benefit
from redundant block advertisement from 14 to 46
peers for Bitcoin and Ethereum, respectively (Sec-
tion 5.2); tampering with a small number of peers
will not successfully partition or make a node un-
synchronized for minutes [27].

2.3. AnalysisModel. Although the three blockchains operate
differently (as summarized in Table 1) in many ways, they
can be commonly modeled with the following:

(i) Blocks are produced by miners (or block producers)
and are broadcast to the network by peer connec-
tions. A block b is uniquely identified with its
blockhash and refers to its parent block bp (i.e.,
prev(b) � bp). *e arrival time of b at a measure-
ment point m (i.e., arrival(b)m) is the arrival time of
b from one of m’s peers who delivers b for the first
time. *e block b can be included in the main chain
(i.e., Bmain), or it can be stale (i.e., b ∉ Bmain).

(ii) Transactions are composed and propagated by users
through a P2P network. A transaction t is uniquely
identified with its txid. *e arrival time of transac-
tion t at a node m (i.e., arrival(t)m) is the arrival time
of t from one of m’s peers who delivers t for the first
time. *e transaction t can be included in block b

(i.e., t ∈ transactions(b)) or be stale (i.e.,
t ∉ transactions(b)∀b ∈ Bmain).

*e set of notations is summarized in Table 2 and the
functions used in the definition are listed in Table 3.

Our model comprises the two arrival events, that is,
block and transaction arrival events, where a single block

arrival event is mapped to zero or more transaction events
(i.e., ti ∈ transactions(b)) by the function transactions(·)

(Bitcoin coinbase transactions are excluded in our analysis as
they are not advertised to the network).

Figure 2 depicts how we analyze our measurements. In
studying the discrepancy in block and transaction events
(Section 4), the arrival events near the measurement bound-
aries significantly affect our quantitative analysis. For example,
including or excluding a single Bitcoin block around the
measurement boundary can produce more than two thousand
stale or unobserved transactions. To this end, we crop the
measurement to the observation period by carefully choosing
two anchor blocks, the preamble block bm and the concluding
block bn, for each dataset of blockchains, so that our mea-
surement satisfies the two following conditions: (i) *ere is no
loss of measurement data (due to the reasons described in
Section 3.1) at any of our eight (Due to unreliable peering
services of candidate BPs (block producers) of EOS, we have
relaxed the conditions to six for EOS.) locations in the time
period of one week before the arrival of bm and one week after
the arrival of bn. (ii) Both bm and bn belong to the main chain.

3. Measurement

3.1. Data Collection. We have modified the reference
implementations of three popular pieces of blockchain
software, Bitcoin Core [28], Go Ethereum [29], and EOS.IO
[8], to facilitate logging of all received transactions and
blocks from peers. Our monitoring pieces of software are
deployed to eight geographically dispersed regions of the
Google cloud platform [30]: Asia-East, Asia-South, Europe-
North, Europe-West, North America-Northeast, US-Cen-
tral, US-East, and US-West. Each VM is configured to have
two vCPUs, 18.5GB of memory, and 800GB of standard
persistent disk. Measurements were performed between July
2019 and December 2019 by having our monitors, which are
indeed full nodes on the three blockchain mainnets, con-
nected to the peers. As regards EOS, the full node software,
that is, nodeos, is neither bundled with default seed peers nor
facilitated with a peer discovery mechanism. We have
manually collected available peers and fed them. Also, as
nodeos only accepts transaction and block advertisements in
In-Sync mode [24], a recent snapshot [31] is inputted to
quickly catch up without throttling CPU and network
bandwidth by syncing from scratch, that is, the genesis
block. Unfortunately, we experienced several problems that
resulted in suspension of our monitoring processes. For

Table 1: Blockchain summary.

Blockchain Consensus
mechanism

Block
time

Transactions per second
(all-time high)

Balance
model

Transaction
fee

Peer-to-peer management

Discovery Max #
peers (Outgoing)

Bitcoin PoW ∼10
minutes 7 UTXO Yes Random from

seeder list 125 (8)

Ethereum PoW ∼10
seconds 15 Account Yes Kademlia-like 50 (16)

EOS DPoS 0.5
seconds 4,000 Account No (staking) — —
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example, the Google cloud platform endeavors to detect
cryptocurrency-mining-related activities. Once detected, the
VM instance immediately gets suspended and is reinstated
only if a reasonable explanation is provided.

Furthermore, we have noticed a few software crashes,
VM suspensions by other reasons, or temporary lack of disk
space causing loss of measurement data. Lastly, a majority of

EOS candidate BPs who have provided the peering service
have gradually stopped their services and only several are left
at the end of our measurement period. To eradicate inac-
curacy due to the above problems, our measurement dataset
is trimmed as described in Section 2.3. Table 4 summarizes
our choice of the two anchor blocks and consequent ob-
servation period statistics.

Table 2: Transaction and block set notation of our measurement framework.

Notation Description Definition

Bobs
*e set of blocks observed in the observation

period
bi, bi+1, . . . , bj−2, bj−1  where there is no bk satisfying

arrival(bm)≤ arrival(bk)≤ arrival(bi) or arrival(bj−1)≤ arrival(bk)≤ arrival(bn)

Bmain
*e set of blocks that are included in the

main chain
bm+1, bm+2, . . . , bn−1, bn  where bi � prev(bi+1) for all m< i< n and bm and bn are

the preamble and concluding blocks, respectively.
Bstale *e set of observed blocks that are stale Bobs − Bmain

Bunseen
*e set of blocks that are part of the main

chain but not observed Bmain − Bobs

Tobs
*e set of transactions observed in the

observation period
ti, ti+1, . . . , tj−2, tj−1  where there is no tk satisfying

arrival(bm)≤ arrival(tk)≤ arrival(ti) or arrival(tj−1)≤ arrival(tk)≤ arrival(bn)

Tpre
*e set of transactions observed before the

observation period
t0, t1, . . . , ti−2, ti−1  where there is no tk satisfying

arrival(ti−1)≤ arrival(tk)≤ arrival(bm)

Tpost
*e set of transactions observed after the

observation period tj, tj+1, . . .  where there is no tk satisfying arrival(bn)≤ arrival(tk)≤ arrival(tj)

Tstale
*e set of observed transactions that are

stale Tobs − ∪
b∈Bmain

transactions(b)

Tincluded
*e set of transactions that are observed and

included in the main chain blocks Tobs ∩ ∪
b∈Bmain

transactions(b)

Tunseen
*e set of transactions that are included in
the main chain blocks but not observed ∪

b∈Bmain

transactions(b) − Tpre ∪Tobs ∪Tpost

Table 3: Block and transaction functions.

Function Description
blockhash(b) *e hash value of block b

prevhash(b) *e previous block hash value of block b

prev(b) *e previous block bp of block p, i.e., blockhash(bp) � prevhash(b)

height(b) *e block height of block b

miner(b) *e miner of block b

children(b) *e set of child blocks of block b, i.e., height(bc) � height(b) + 1∀bc ∈ children(b)

transactions(b) *e set of transactions included in block b

arrival(e) *e arrival time of event e where e can be either a block or a transaction
inputs(t) *e set of transaction inputs (i.e., vin) of Bitcoin transaction t

outputs(t) *e set of transaction outputs (i.e., vout) of Bitcoin transaction t

nonce(t) *e nonce value of Ethereum transaction t

...
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Figure 2: Transaction and block analysis model; grey-colored events are cropped out for measurement point consistency.
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3.2. Measurement Soundness. As public blockchain net-
works are built on the best-effort serviced overlay network of
P2P connections, complete and timed information delivery
is not guaranteed. We analyze the completeness of block
arrival events, transaction arrival events, and their arrival
time accuracy to underpin the soundness of our
measurement.

3.2.1. Block Coverage. Blocks can be part of the main chain
or they can be stale.We test our observation against themain
chain, which is available from a number of block explorer
services, to make sure there are no missing blocks.

Table 5 shows the observed number of blocks across our
measurement points. *e main chain blocks are all observed,
while stale blocks are partially observed; stale blocks being
partially observed is expected as blockchain nodes are not
obliged to propagate stale blocks. *e stale blocks account
for only ∼0.04% for Bitcoin and EOS, while ∼7.02% of the
observed blocks are stale for Ethereum. *e stale block
probability of Bitcoin has been decreasing [21, 32] and
Ethereum’s stale block probability is 5 ∼ 10% larger than
known uncle rates (calculated only with reported uncles) as
our measurement captures unreported stale blocks as
well [33].

3.2.2. Transaction Coverage. Incomplete transaction mea-
surement causes a subset of transactions which are included
in blocks never being observed during measurement. Ag-
gregating transactions observed from different monitors can
compensate for this incompleteness.*e unseen transactions
are acquired by subtracting the observed transactions from
the transactions included in the main chain blocks.

Figure 3 shows the probability of unseen transactions
(i.e., n(T

M
unseen)/n(Tobs)) as a function of the number of

combined measurement points. As combining all mea-
surement point transaction arrivals results in a converged
frequency of ∼0.05% for Bitcoin and EOS and ∼0.5% for
Ethereum, it implies that unseen transactions will be still
observed even if more monitors are deployed to the network.
We further study the unseen transactions in Section 4.2.

3.2.3. Timing Accuracy. Consider an ordered arrival time-
stamp of block b observed at all measurement points
M: tsi|0≤ i< n(M)  � arrival(b)m|∀m ∈M{ }, where tsi <
tsj for all i< j< n(M). We evaluate the tightness of our
measured timing information with Δ(ts0, ts1) and how far
the arrival times can be dispersed among the measurement
points with Δ(ts0, ts7), where Δ computes the timewise
difference. Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the two

Table 4: Observation period statistics.

Blockchain
Preamble block Concluding block Population

Block height Timestamp Block height Timestamp # blocks # transactions
Bitcoin 587,500 2019-07-28 21:02:28 597,500 2019-10-02 06:22:37 10004 21,454,436
Ethereum 8,290,000 2019-08-05 10:02:10 8,620,000 2019-09-25 19:28:27 353,155 36,665,088
EOS 69,900,000 2019-07-21 21:00:01 75,300,000 2019-08-22 04:08:04 5,402,099 144,198,985

Table 5: Block coverage.

Region
BTC ETH EOS

Longest Stale Longest Stale Irreversible Stale
AS-East 10,000 1 330,000 23,160 — —
AS-South 10,000 3 330,000 23,160 5,400,000 2,087
EU-North 10,000 4 330,000 23,159 5,400,000 2,094
EU-West 10,000 2 330,000 23,157 5,400,000 2,087
NA-
Northeast 10,000 3 330,000 23,160 5,400,000 2,151

US-Central 10,000 1 330,000 23,159 5,400,000 2,085
US-East 10,000 3 330,000 23,160 — —
US-West 10,000 4 330,000 23,155 5,400,000 2,099
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Figure 3: Unseen transaction probability distribution.
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variables for all block arrival events. It shows that the
timestamps are tight, as more than 90% of the blocks arrived
with a time difference less than 100ms. Although Bitcoin
block arrivals can be delayed by another block time interval
( ∼ 10 minutes), ∼ 80% of the blocks are not dispersed by
more than one second. EOS blocks show an order-of-
magnitude-smaller dispersion in the worst case. *e long
tails, implying that block arrival times can be very prolonged
in a small number of cases, are commonly observed for
Bitcoin in the literature [32, 34].

Consider an ordered arrival timestamp of transaction t

observed at all measurement points M: tsi|0≤ i< n(M)  �

arrival(t)m|∀m ∈M{ }, where tsi < tsj for all i< j< n(M).
Figure 5 shows the distribution of Δ(ts0, ts1), Δ(ts0, ts3), and
Δ(ts0, ts7) for Bitcoin transactions. Similar to Bitcoin blocks,
the long tail shows that the transaction arrival times can be
dispersed more than 5 seconds for 5% of the transactions. In
the meantime, Δ(ts0, ts1) is tight as more than 99% of the
two earliest arrivals are not dispersed more than 1 second.
Ethereum and EOS transactions exhibit much tighter
Δ(ts0, ts1), showing that more than 98% of the transaction
arrivals are less than 100 milliseconds apart.

4. Block and Transaction Discrepancies

In this section, we study the discrepancies in blocks and
transactions between the main chain and our observed
events.

4.1. Blockchain Fork. As all main chain blocks are observed
(i.e., Bunseen � ∅) through our measurement, the discrep-
ancy in blocks only appears as stale blocks (i.e., Bstale). An
incident of having stale blocks is also called a blockchain fork,
where one or more blocks are appended to a different branch
of the main chain.

4.1.1. Fork Characteristics and Examples. A nonoverlapping
blockchain fork episode e at block height [m, n) is defined by
identifying two blocks:

(i) Fork initiating block bf ∈ Bmain where height(bf) �

m and n(children(bf))> 1
(ii) Fork resolving block br ∈ Bmain where height(br) �

n and children(bi) � ∅ for all bi ∈ Sn

Sn � bi|height(bi) � n and bi ∉ Bmain . Figure 6(a) il-
lustrates our fork episode model.

We define three characteristic variables; (i) its run length
run − length(e) � n − m; (ii) the weight (i.e., the number of
stale blocks in the episode), weight(e) � 

n
h�m(n(Sh)); and

(iii) the fork degree (i.e., the maximum number of fork
branches) degree(e) � maxm≤h≤n(n(Sh) + 1). Figure 7 shows
how characteristic variables are distributed and our findings
are summarized as follows:

(i) Due to its long block time (i.e., ∼10minutes) and low
stale block probability (i.e., < 0.05%), statistical
characterization of Bitcoin fork episodes suffers from
a lack of sample events. Even three years of live

measurement yield less than a hundred fork episodes
as we only expect to observe less than 30 fork events
per year.

(ii) Ethereum fork episodes mostly run one block height
with a single additional branch. *e fork degree (i.e.,
maximum # of branches) is as high as three for ∼
5% of the episodes and the forks are not immediately
resolved, that is, having two or more run lengths, in
about 3% of the cases.

EOS fork episodes run as long as 12 blocks, that is, the
entire block schedule of a single BP (block producer) [26], as
BPs can override the entire block-producing schedule of the
preceding BP.

Putting Bitcoin which produces few fork episodes aside,
Ethereum and EOS exhibit very different fork episode
patterns. Figure 8 shows two example fork episodes of
Ethereum and EOS. We have used the commit graph
drawing tool [35] to visualize the fork episodes. Figure 8(a)
depicts four fork episodes, that is, [#174, #176), [#177, #178),
[#183, #184), and [#185, #186), of Ethereum and Figure 8(b)
shows two EOS fork episodes, that is, [#290, #292) and
[#294, #302).*e first fork episode [#174, #176) of Ethereum
exhibits the run length of 3, the weight of 4, and the degree of
4 with three nonreported (i.e., thus available only from our
measurement) stale blocks. *e second fork episode
[#294, #302) of EOS exhibits the run length of 9, the weight
of 9, and the degree of 2.

4.1.2. Nonearliest Advertised Block Endorsement of Ethereum
Miners. Our most interesting finding is that Ethereum
miners often do not add blocks to the earliest advertised
block during fork episodes. Consider an illustrative fork
episode depicted in Figure 6(b). *e episode begins as the
three blocks (i.e., b1, b2, and b3) are added to the fork ini-
tiating block b0. *e immediately following blocks (i.e., bi

and bj) will have their previous blockhash identifying one of
the three previous blocks of the miner’s choice. *e block bi,
mined by some miner, may be added to the earliest block
(i.e., b1); the other block bj is mined by a different miner who
chooses a different block (i.e., b2) to add to. To evaluate
miners’ preference of blocks to which succeeding blocks are
added in the event of blockchain forks, we define the
conditional probability of miner ma adding a block to a
previous block mined by mb (by not adding to any of a
different miner’s block) in fork episodes for all ma and mb:

Pr miner bi( ( � mb|miner bj 

� ma,

prev bj  � bi,

∃bk: height bk(  � height bi( ).

(1)

Figure 9(a) shows a histogram of the above probability;
ma (x-axis) adds a block to mb’s block (label) over others in
fork episodes. It is apparent that the top ranked miners
significantly prefer adding blocks to their own mined blocks
over other miners’ blocks. Figure 9(b) depicts the same
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Figure 7: Fork episode characteristics.
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Figure 5: Transaction arrival time accuracy. (a) Transaction arrival time differences of Bitcoin. (b) Δ(ts0, ts1) distribution.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: Example fork episodes: each dot represents a block followed by block hash (last six hexadecimals), arrival time, block height (last
three digits), block timestamp, and its miner. Each Ethereum stale block is tagged either R (reported uncle) or NR (not reported). Each EOS
block is tagged with the block sequence (out of 12) of the corresponding BP’s production schedule. (a) Ethereum. (b) EOS.
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Figure 9: Ethereum fork resolve statistics. (a) Probability of ma (x-axis) adding a block to mb’s block. (b) Probability of adding to the earliest
propagated block.
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probability by labeling whether or not the chosen block (by
ma) is the earliest propagated one. *e “earliest” label in-
dicates that the block, to which the newly mined block (by
ma) is added, has been observed as the earliest one to arrive
congruently among all eight measurement locations (As
block arrival times are measured in eight different locations,
the arrival order can be conflicting. *e “mixed” label
represents the conflicting cases.). For example, the top
ranked pool SparkPool chose the earliest arriving block
∼55% of the time, 3409 out of 6234 blocks; among the other
2825 blocks that were added to nonearliest previous blocks,
SparkPool’s own blocks were chosen over others 1211 times,
while other pools’ blocks were preferred to SparkPool’s only
24 times. In the meantime, Nanopool chose the earliest one a
majority of the time. For the top 25 ranked mining pools, only
four of them added blocks to the earliest arriving blocks, more
than 90% of the time.*is contradicts the earliest propagated
block endorsement assumption that is broadly adopted in
mining-related research [36–38].

One possible explanation of the phenomenon is that the
mining pools adopt their own block preferring strategy as a
simple precautionary defense against yet unknown selfish
mining pools; the profitability of selfish mining largely
depends on the probability of honest pools adding to the
attacking pool’s branch.

4.1.3. Cut-Tail Fork Pattern of EOS BPs. We find that the
EOS fork episodes occur in a way that BPs are cutting the tail
of the previous BP’s produced blocks. EOS adopts the DPoS
consensus mechanism [26]; 21 block producers (BPs) are
elected by voting and scheduled to produce 12 consecutive
blocks in 6 seconds (i.e., 500ms for each block) in the al-
phabetical order of their names. Figure 10 shows the
numbers of switching (by schedule) events and cut-tail fork
events of all immediate BP pairs. We observe a high fre-
quency of such events when bitfinexeos1 is producing blocks
by appending to big. one’s blocks; while there are accusations
of BP’s dishonest behaviors, we believe that the reported
bitfinex’s performance problem is the compelling reason for
the phenomenon [39].

4.2. Unseen and Stale Transactions

4.2.1. Private Transaction Mining. Unseen transactions are
characterized by the strong evidence that implies that the
unseen transactions are indeed never advertised to the net-
work. Table 6 categorizes 95.87% of Ethereum unseen
transactions by using the from addresses of the transactions
(We use prefixes followed by ⋆ in presenting hash values,
e.g., address (i.e., pubkey hash) and txid, for brevity. We
understand this does not entirely anonymize identity as the
readers can verify their results against ours by matching the
prefixes.). Public names are retrieved from Etherscan [16]. A
miner is specified in the table only if all blocks that include
the unseen transactions with the from address are con-
gruently mined by that single miner. It shows that most of
the unseen transactions are indeed the block miner’s own
transactions.

Table 7 shows unseen Bitcoin transactions categorized by
the identified reasons. ∼ 67% of the unseen transactions are
either zero-fee transactions or zero-fee-transaction-dependent
transactions.We define a transaction t ∈ transactions(b) as a
dependent transaction if at least one of input transactions of
t is included in the same block b.

Bitcoin Core [28] implementation does not propagate
transactions with zero transaction fee. Also, a dependent
transaction cannot be mempooled until the transaction to
which it is dependent is mempooled; consequently, it cannot
be relayed to peers. *e Bitcoin Core mempool imple-
mentation justifies the inexistence of zero-fee and zero-fee-
dependent transactions from our measurement. Existence of
a stale transaction which shares the same transaction input
with the unseen transaction may imply a possible double-
spend attempt, a variant [40] involving private mining of a
block with ti while advertising a conflict transaction tj such
that inputs(ti)∩ inputs(tj)≠∅; we have observed 27 such
unseen transactions without a certainty of attack intentions
or if they are not indeed advertised. Lastly, multisig trans-
action inputs often imply off-chain protocols, where signed
transactions are exchanged out-of-band [41] and having
OP_RETURN transaction output implies special purpose
protocols of Bitcoin, for example, sidechains, where their
relationship with miners require further investigation [42].
*e presence of unseen transactions, by either private
transaction mining or potential out-of-band delivery of
transactions, has a subtle security implication. One obvious
side effect is privatization of transaction fees; the transaction
fees of privately mined ones are exclusively obtainable by the
private miner alone, unless the network is fully utilized. If
the network is fully utilized, a miner is forced to include her
private transactions at the expense of not including other
transactions, as the block capacity is limited.

4.2.2. Conflict Stale Transactions. Stale transactions are
network-transmitted transactions that are not included in
any of the blocks.

Table 8 shows the stale transaction counts observed at
each location. *e stale transactions account for 0.20%,
3.69%, and 0.47% of Bitcoin, Ethereum, and EOS transac-
tions, respectively; Ethereum transactions had an order of
magnitude more chance of being stale than others.

As for public blockchains with transaction fees, that is,
Bitcoin and Ethereum, stale transactions are mostly at-
tributable to conflict. Table 9 summarizes the identified
reasons for transactions being stale. A stale Bitcoin trans-
action is attributable to conflict if there are one or more
transactions sharing at least one transaction input (i.e., vin).

An Ethereum transaction is attributable to conflict if
there is another transaction with the same nonce from the
same account. A widely known reason for two or more
transactions being in conflict is transaction replacement
such as replace-by-fee [43]. On the other hand, slightly more
than 5% of Bitcoin transactions are stale because at least one
of their transaction inputs is also stale.

On the other hand, roughly one out of ten stale
Ethereum transactions is attributable to improper ordering

Security and Communication Networks 9



of nonce (*e transaction nonce should be equal to the
number of transactions sent from the address.): nonce is too
high (9.83%) or too low (0.02%). Last but not least, 7.27% of
stale transactions are not included in blocks because the
account is not sufficiently funded (An Ethereum account
should have balance ≥ value+ gas× gas price to execute the
transaction [44].). An Ethereum account can be

insufficiently funded when executing a transaction for a
number of reasons [45].

4.2.3. EOS Transaction Discrepancy. EOS exhibits unseen
and stale transactions far different from those of Bitcoin or
Ethereum, that is, the PoW blockchains with transaction fee.
EOS software is not bundled with peer discovery; rather the
node operator is required to look up for candidate BP’s
peering services; timely delivery of blockchain data and
reliability of the node is dependent on the peering nodes of
choice (Indeed, we have experienced service disruption by
disconnecting from peers for unknown reasons.).*e notion
of being conflict in two or more transactions, that is, the
most frequent reason for transactions being stale for Bitcoin
and Ethereum, is not applicable to EOS (EOS adopts the
account model without transaction ordering per account;
thus, there should be no conflict transaction outputs or the
same account nonce.). On the other hand, EOS requires
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Figure 10: EOS BP switching and cut-tail events.

Table 6: Ethereum unseen transactions.

From address Public name Transaction count Miner
0xea67⋆ Ethermine 128145 (72.42%) Ethermine
0x2a65⋆ DwarfPool 22955 (12.97%) DwarfPool
0x8fd0⋆ Unknown 11346 (6.41%) SparkPool
0x829b⋆ F2Pool 4453 (2.51%) F2Pool
0x4c54⋆ HiveonPool 1135 (0.64%) SparkPool
0x99c8⋆ BeePool 468 (0.26%) BeePool
0xdba7⋆ Unknown 348 (0.20%) UUPool
0x464b⋆ FKPool 340 (0.19%) FKPool
0xf687⋆ Unknown 217 (0.12%) AntPool
0xa801⋆ Unknown 151 (0.09%) AntPool
0xbe7c⋆ Unknown 126 (0.07%) AntPool
0xb96f⋆ Unknown 101 (0.06%) AntPool

Sum 169785 (95.87%)

Table 7: Bitcoin unseen transactions.

Category Transaction
count

Zero-fee transaction 148 (50.68%)
Zero-fee-transaction-dependent transaction 48 (16.44%)
Multisig transaction input 43 (14.73%)
Conflict with stale transaction 27 (9.25%)
OP_RETURN transaction output 26 (8.90%)
Sum 292 (100.00%)
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contract users to stake tokens for CPU time that can be
deducted by transaction executions. A requested transaction
can be rejected, thus being stale, due to the lack of CPU time,
or other resources similarly. Replaying the entire state
changes of EOS to find out stale transactions due to lack of
resources is not possible unless all transaction and state logs
of the entire BPs are available.

On the other hand, EOS transactions have two additional
attributes which are not available in the Bitcoin or Ethereum
transaction structures:

(i) Reference block: every EOS transaction refers to a
block, by specifying the block number and hash, not
only to prevent replay attacks but also to signal the
network that the user’s stake is on a specific fork

(ii) Expiration time: EOS transactions have explicit
expiration times

If a transaction’s reference block is not part of the main
chain at the time of execution, the transaction cannot be
executed (and thus cannot be included in a block). We have
identified that 1.8% of stale transactions apply to this case. To
further identify unknown reasons, we consider four timed
events that are relevant to transaction execution:

(i) Last irreversible block arrival time arrival(blib): the
arrival time of transaction’s reference block. EOS
transactions, by default, refer to the last irreversible
block (LIB) [26]

(ii) Head block arrival time arrival(bhead): the scheduled
time of the head block when transaction is arrived

(iii) Transaction arrival time arrival(t): the arrival time
of transaction t

(iv) Expiration time exp(t): the expiration time of
transaction t

*e three time differences, that is, Δexp, Δincl, and Δtrx,
are investigated to find characteristics of unseen (Tunseen)
and stale (Tstale) transactions over the normal transactions
(Tincluded). Figure 11 illustrates the relevant events and time
differences of them. Δexp measures the time difference be-
tween the two scheduled (i.e., virtually timed) events; Δincl
and Δtrx are defined by the arrival events to our monitor
node. Figure 12 shows the distributions of Δexp, Δincl, and
Δtrx. We find that unseen transactions have prolonged Δincl,
implying that the delay of newly produced blocks can cause
newly generated transactions not promptly delivered be-
cause the sync manager is in the Head Catch-Up mode as
transactions are only transferred in In-Sync mode by its
design [24]. Stale transactions with relatively small Δtrx can
be attributable to problematic dApp implementations re-
ferring to non-LIB blocks; the chain instability caused by
blockchain fork, mostly due to the cut-tail behavior shown in
Section 4.1, can cause transactions being rejected for im-
mature block reference.

However, we do not find any reason attributable to the
transaction expiration. Although the unseen transactions
tend to have smallΔexp, the expiration times are only as small
as 30 seconds (i.e., the default expiration time). Particularly,
one or more EOS applications set the expiration time to
180 seconds (other than the default 30 seconds) and more
than half of the stale transactions are invoked by those
applications.

While transaction is the smallest unit of execution in
Bitcoin and Ethereum, the unit of contract execution in EOS
is action [24]. A transaction consists of one or more actions.
However, the constituent actions in a single transaction
cannot be separately advertised or executed; accordingly, we
apply the identical transaction model to EOS without loss of
generality.

5. Block and Transaction
Arrival Characteristics

5.1. Arrival Processes. All three blockchains we study in this
paper are designed to publish capacity constrained blocks in
targeted regular time intervals. An incarnation of such
design is expected to exhibit a Poisson block arrival process.
While it is claimed that Bitcoin block arrivals do not entirely
exhibit a homogeneous Poisson process due to its difficult
adjustment mechanism [46], transaction arrival processes of
blockchains are not studied in the literature to the best of our
knowledge. A particularly meaningful step toward under-
standing the arrival process of events generated by a complex
system is examining if the arrival events are independent or
exhibiting a correlated structure [47].

*e variance-time log-log plots [48] of the block and
transaction arrival event time series are depicted in

Table 8: Stale transactions.

Region Bitcoin Ethereum EOS
Asia-East 41,720 1,170,706 —
Asia-South 41,653 1,194,018 504,277
Europe-North 41,693 1,192,435 470,480
Europe-West 41,668 1,123,680 450,140
North America-Northeast 41,703 1,212,210 588,711
US-Central 41,683 1,212,389 505,160
US-East 41,692 1,186,488 —
US-West 41,672 1,167,627 480,207
Combined 42,023 1,351,847 672,999

Table 9: Identified reasons of stale transactions.

Category Transaction count
(a) Bitcoin

Conflict 39,408 (93.78%)
Stale transaction input 2,307 (5.49%)
Conflict and stale transaction input 308 (0.73%)
Sum 42,023 (100.00%)

(b) Ethereum
Conflict 1,208,588 (89.24%)
Nonce (skipped) 133,161 (9.83%)
Nonce (used) 251 (0.02%)
Insufficient fund 9,847 (7.27%)
Sum 1,351,847 (99.82%)

(c) EOS
Fork 12,106 (1.80%)
Others 660,893 (98.20%)
Sum 672,999 (100.00%)
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Figure 13(a). As regards the block arrival processes, Bitcoin
block arrivals exhibit a linear slope β � −2/3. *e estimated
Hurst parameter H � 1 + β/2 � 4/3 implies that the process
is not a homogeneous Poisson process, but LRD (Long-
Range Dependent), contrary to what is expected for a regular
interval event generation [46]. Ethereum block arrivals
approximate the Bitcoin’s except for the high aggregation
level due to high stale block rate. EOS block arrivals, in
contrast, follow the slope β � −1 in the low aggregation level
as the block generation is indeed regularly scheduled.

Figure 14 shows the variance-time plot of Ethereum and
EOS block arrival time series by taking all block arrival
events (Bobs) and main chain block arrivals only (Bmain). We
confirm that Ethereum block arrivals indeed exhibit a
straight line (close to Bitcoin) if excluding stale blocks.
However, EOS block arrivals do not exhibit a straight line

even if we exclude stale blocks due to delayed burst block
arrivals possibly due to cut-tail fork patterns (see Section
4.1).

*e transaction arrival processes of all three blockchains
appear to exhibit LRD with Hurst parameter H> 5/6 as
β<−1/3. To further identify analytical distributions that fit
best the empirical ones, the coefficient of variation (σ/μ) and
skewness (i.e., the standardized third moment) of transac-
tion interarrival times are computed for every measurement
dataset and compared to the relationships expected for the
exponential, lognormal, Weibull, and Gamma distributions
in Figure 13(b). We find that Bitcoin, Ethereum, and EOS
transaction interarrival times are fit best Gamma, Weibull,
and lognormal distribution, respectively. Individual datasets
are also examined for the fitness of the distribution to find
that the empirical distribution fits the analytical distribution
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well except for the small interarrival time ranges. For ex-
ample, Figure 15 depicts the CDF of Ethereum transaction
interarrival times observed in US-West. Although the em-
pirical distribution fits Weibull with parameters computed
with the maximum likelihood estimator [49], sample points
under several milliseconds appear to be unreliable (We are
yet unaware of the reason. However, it is known that the
time source of commodity operating systems is not accurate
and we need an external time source for accurate sub-
millisecond timing measurement [50].).

5.2.AdvertisementRedundancy. Bitcoin and Ethereum node
pieces of software are implemented to maintain a large

number of peer connections with multiple random remote
nodes. Bitcoin Core can connect up to 125 peers, where 8 of
them are outbound connections. Go Ethereum maintains 50
peer connections, where 16 of them are outbound, by default
(see Table 1). On the other hand, partitioning attacks are
developed to isolate a blockchain node from the others by
tampering with all such peer connections. Partitioning at-
tacks usually exploit vulnerable peer management mecha-
nisms of Bitcoin [51] and Ethereum [52]. Such attacks are
also examined in the context of ISP’s BGP hijacking [53] and
a stealthier variant relieving the attacker from the risk of
getting exposed [54]. *e attacks often rely on imple-
mentation vulnerabilities for efficient eclipsing of peers,
while known vulnerabilities are getting addressed; for ex-
ample, the lack of parallel block download sessions causing
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temporary denial of blocks (reported in [27] and fixed by
recommending three concurrent download sessions in [55])
let attackers successfully partition the node without eclipsing
all peer connections [53]. A simple countermeasure of in-
creasing the number of peer connections, on the other hand,
is applied to the reference public blockchain implementa-
tions [56, 57] to inflate attack complexity.

We investigate the degree of a peer’s advertisement
redundancy on newly generated blocks and transactions to
evaluate the efficacy of partitioning attacks and the coun-
termeasure of increasing the number of peer connections.
Figure 16 shows how redundantly newly generated block
information is offered by peers. Bitcoin nodes have main-
tained ∼43 peer connections, that is, 8 outbound and ad-
ditional 35 inbound connections, on average and Ethereum
nodes record all 50 peer connections established during the
entire observation period.

For each newly generated block, one-third of peers
advertised the block header to our Bitcoin node and more
than 90% of Ethereum peers signaled availability of the
blocks. In consequence, successfully partitioning a node
requires compromise of peers proportional to the total
number of peer connections. Increasing the number of peer
connections will burden the attacker linearly as expected.

Figure 17 shows how redundantly the newly generated
transaction information is offered by peers. While one out of
three Bitcoin peers also advertises new transactions via
INVENTORYmessage [58], half of the Ethereum peers have
sent new transactions to our node in average. Bitcoin and
Ethereum blocks are advertised with the block header
(rather than the direct delivery of all block contents). Bitcoin
transactions are also advertised with INVENTORY message
before the whole contents are transferred. However,
Ethereum transaction data, that is, the entire contents, are
directly sent by peers (Ethereum now has a pooled trans-
action delivery model in its newer ETH/64 protocol [30].).
We also find that there are cases with much less advertised
transactions and have identified that they are indeed mostly
stale ones; stale transactions are mostly due to conflict (see
Section 4.2) and the nodes that already queued the conflict
transaction will not relay the stale one.

6. Discussion

6.1. Implication on Mining Attacks. Cryptocurrency mining
has been a popular subject in assessing the security of
Bitcoin; selfish mining [37], block withholding attack [36],
and a mixed strategy [38] have been studied. Although it is
shown that selfish behavior in mining is always more
profitable than being honest, without need for a mutual
agreement of not attacking each other [38], we find that
selfish mining is not the preferred strategy. All selfish mining
strategies will result in blockchain forks, but we observe a
very low fork probability (i.e., 0.04%) for Bitcoin. On the
other hand, selfish mining on Ethereum has been studied
only recently to unanimously claim that selfish mining is
also profitable for Ethereum miners; however, it is less
profitable than Bitcoin due to its uncle reward system [59].
Our result in Section 4 shows that a majority of Ethereum

miners choose to add to their own produced blocks over the
earliest propagated blocks. How does this affect the selfish
mining strategy?

*e selfish mining strategy assumes a parameter c which
defines the fraction of honest miners’ mines on the attacker’s
fork branch (*e parameter comes into play in case (f ) of
[27].). If the attacking pool has a network-wise superior
position in block propagation (i.e., c> 0.5), the selfish
mining strategy is profitable for pools with proportional
mining power α> 25% [37]. Absolute network inferiority
(i.e., c � 0 due to a defensive mining strategy such as the one
presented in Section 4.1) increases the required mining
power to 33%; the 33% mining power appears to be sig-
nificantly harder to achieve in the real world [20].

As for the FAW (Fork-After-Withholding) attack
strategy [38], the network capability parameter C defines the
probability that an attacker’s FPoW (Full Proof-of-Work)
block (during infiltration mining) is selected as a main chain
block. C affects both the attack reward and whether the
miner’s dilemma holds or not in the mutual attacking game.
As an example case (Section 9 of [38]) of a two-pool game
between F2Pool and BitFury, the absolute network inferi-
ority drops C from 0.914 to 0.3 to make it a dilemmatic game
again. Unfortunately, miners’ own block preferences cannot
be directly transferred to a single parameter of c or C; it calls
for a model change from previous mining studies.

6.2. Conflict Transactions and Double-Spending Attacks.
Double-spending attacks have been studied in the context of
Bitcoin fast payments where zero or only one confirmation is
required to complete an offline merchandise transaction
[60]; real-world cases where two conflict transactions dis-
parately arrive at different measurement locations may
imply such attacks. Table 10 shows the cases where two
transactions are in conflict (and thus only one of them
is included in a block, i.e., inputs(ti)∩ inputs(ts)≠∅
and ∃b ∈ Bmain: ti ∈ transactions(b) (∄b ∈ Bmain: ts ∈
transactions(b) is indisputable given a consistent transaction
ledger)) and two different subsets of the monitors have
mempooled either one of them. We also have identified 27
unseen transactions implying possible one-confirmation
attack variant requiring the private mining (i.e., not ad-
vertising the double-spending transaction to the network) in
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Section 4.2. As for the countermeasure of such attacks by
deploying monitors [60], deployment of 8 monitors in the
network to detect the attacks would fail at most 27 out of 95
times (∼30%), assuming that those 27 unseen transactions
we have identified are initially advertised to the network.

6.3. Potential Impact on Blockchain Applications.
Ethereum and EOS are the most widely used smart contract
platforms fostering various decentralized applications. Bit-
coin, which lacks the capability of executing complex smart
contract codes, is also recently utilized to execute smart
contracts for decentralized applications [50, 61]. Even
though our work focuses on the fundamental blockchain
mechanisms in terms of transaction/block production and
propagation, the impact of our findings on decentralized
applications can be foresighted.

According to our blockchain fork results (Section 4.1),
the lack of selfish mining in the real world was speculated by
a very low stale block rate of Bitcoin network and prevalence
of nonearliest block endorsement by Ethereum miners. As
profitability of selfish mining encourages miners to behave
in a way of producing more blockchain forks, the perfor-
mance degradation is proportionate to the number of miners
who adopt the selfish mining strategy; the key performance
metrics affecting the blockchain application performance

such as node response time or block delivery time are shown
to be noticeably degraded due to the selfish mining [62]. For
example, decentralized identities issued or revoked on such
blockchains [63, 64] cannot be responsively finalized due to
inflated blockchain forks. Our results show that the selfish
mining is not prevalent in the real world; thus the appli-
cation performance impact is overrated, even though it is
theoretically shown that miners have every reason to be
selfish [38]. As for EOS, we reported cases where a sequence
of (up to 12) blocks being stale are often observed in suc-
cessive mining of two BPs; however, the rate is too low (i.e.,
0.04%) to impact the performance of applications (Section
3.2).

Transaction arrival processes being LRD (Section 5.1)
pose a technical challenge in provisioning transaction
processing scalability especially for Layer-2 blockchain ap-
plication solutions [65, 66]. For example, Layer-2 rollup
solutions require transaction relays, which aggregate indi-
vidual user transactions of a given blockchain application,
deployed in the network often without a priori knowledge of
network load. One way of solving the problem is a proper
prioritization of transactions based on the application
context.

Lastly, blockchain network partitioning can be the
biggest concern for blockchain service providers. We ob-
served that the increased numbers of peer connections in
blockchain reference implementations effectively provide a
higher degree of information redundancy (Section 5.2).
However, increased number of peer connections can be
exploitable for an attacker who has a denial-of-service attack
vector or an invalid transaction initiated by a simple ap-
plication bug can flood the network [45].

6.4. Limitation. Our measurement study has several limi-
tations. First of all, our results may only capture only a few
months of blockchain network operations. In the meantime,
the permissionless blockchain pieces of software are in active
development; for example, Ethereum now utilizes the pooled
transaction delivery [67] instead of unsolicited transaction
delivery, which was the only mode at the time of our

Table 10: Bitcoin disparately mempooled transactions.

# monitors mempooled
ti

# monitors mempooled
ts

Transaction
count

7 1 26 (38.24%)
6 2 14 (20.59%)
5 3 10 (14.71%)
4 4 5 (7.35%)
3 5 5 (7.35%)
2 6 3 (4.41%)
1 7 3 (4.41%)
5 1 1 (1.47%)
6 1 1 (1.47%)

Sum 68 (100.00%)
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measurement. Both cryptocurrency market values and
blockchain network utilizations are rapidly increasing and
thus miners are getting more motivated to optimize their
performance; for example, Bitcoin fork probability has be-
come far smaller than what is reported previously (see
Section 4.1).

Second, the blockchain state information is not collected in
our measurement. Our analysis is performed based on only
available information stored in block and transaction logs. We
have utilized an Ethereum archive node [44] to query historical
state information (e.g., account balance or account nonce) in
Section 4.2. However, such proactive state replication is far
more complicated with EOS unless the full node is configured
to operate as a producing node and logging the state infor-
mation; thus, EOS stale transactions could not be fully un-
derstood without the missing EOS network state information.

7. Related Work

7.1. Blockchain Data Analysis. Historical transaction data of
Bitcoin have often been studied for economic aspects such as
cryptocurrency abuse [17], anti-money-laundering [18], and
monetary flow of businesses [19]. However, historical
blockchain data, usually available from block explorer ser-
vices, are not sufficient for our research purpose.

7.2. Blockchain Measurement. Researchers have performed
blockchain measurement studies to assess the degree of
decentralization [20], to investigate demographic informa-
tion of network nodes [34, 68], to study mining pool be-
havior [22], and to evaluate security of PoW blockchains [21]
against known attacks such as double-spending attack [60]
and selfish mining [37]. Our work expands the under-
standing of previous security evaluations with the key
findings acquired from our large-scale transaction and block
measurement.

7.3. Blockchain Attacks. Partitioning attacks usually exploit
vulnerable peer management mechanisms of Bitcoin [51]
and Ethereum [52]. Such attacks are also examined in the
context of ISP’s BGP hijacking [53] and a stealthier variant
relieving the attacker from the risk of getting exposed [54].
Cryptocurrency mining has been a popular subject in
assessing the security of Bitcoin; selfish mining [37], block
withholding attack [36], and a mixed strategy [38] have been
studied. Double-spending attacks have been studied in the
context of Bitcoin fast payments [60].

7.4. Block Explorer Services. We have surveyed the popular
block explorer services of Bitcoin [5, 10, 12], Ethereum
[10, 13, 16], and EOS [11, 14, 15] to see the availability of
information, beyond what is recorded in the main chain
block data, we have utilized in our study; namely,

(i) Stale blocks/transactions: no Bitcoin and EOS block
explorers provide stale block information (A related
study [36] has utilized a Bitcoin block explorer service
[68] to retrieve stale blocks. However, the service has

been terminated in March 2019.). All Ethereum block
explorers provide only reported stale blocks (i.e., uncle
blocks [23]) (Ethereum provides incentives for uncle
stale blocks [44] so that miners include them in their
mined blocks for profit.).
No block explorers provide stale transaction infor-
mation unless one is currently pooled.

(ii) Block/transaction arrival times: all block explorers
provide block timestamps that are recorded in the
block headers, not the actual times of arrival. Our
blockchain fork and gap analysis require measured
block arrival times at multiple locations. All block
explorers show transaction timestamps identical to the
block timestamp to which the transactions belong
(Recent Bitcoin transactions have different timestamps
than the block timestamps in [4], while the timestamps
are only at a granularity of one minute.) [69, 70].

8. Conclusion

We have measured transaction and block arrival events of
the three permissionless blockchains. We have devised a
noble analysis model and analyzed completeness of our
block and transaction logs. Finally, we have studied the
discrepancy in measured events and arrival characteristics to
share our key findings including a false universal assumption
of previous mining-related studies.
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